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What's been happening here is Six Rivers National Forests. Nothing. From fires from the past to fire this summer.

These dead trees are left. They fall, the grass and brush comes in and it burns again. The bugs roll in, kill what's

left of our tree. Then Drought. Dying trees pile up on our forest floors. Some of these places in our forests, you

can't even walk through it's so bad. The Six Rovers National Forest doesn't want us out in our Forest Service

lands. They don't want us caught out in there in case a fire does break out. Or they don't want us to see how truly

bad the fuel is on our forest floors. Whatever the season is. Something has got to be done. Doing nothing isn't

the answer!

 

We have several historical trails here. The FS use to keep them clear. Instead of running up and down our roads.

Our fire fighters used to clear trails. Back in the 70's. No maintenance is done anymore on these trails. These

trails could be used as fire breaks. But no. The Six Rivers just removes these trails from their maps.

 

The Six Rivers could do way more than what they are doing here. Doing nothing isn't the answer. It's no different

than a veggie garden. Weed it keep it clean and of course watered.

 

There is a lot of Six Rivers could and should be doing. Lots of crap is going on here. But what needs to happen.

Our own firefighters were told to clear out. Or your fired. So many of the fire crews took off their uniforms and

went to work! Saving several houses. Our own fire fighters were told to stand down or be fired! They brought in

fire crews from all over our country. Instead of our own crews, who know our forests here. How crazy is that. The

forest Service needs to take a look into their own (Six Rivers) and find out who gave these orders and fire them!

From the top to the bottom!

 

I feel that there is far more FS could do and won't. The FS dist are all different. Shasta Trinity does all sorts of

things for our forest to be used and enjoyed. Six Rivers does nothing. We too could have a great recreation area

like Shasta Trinity and several other Dist that want us to enjoy!

 

Yes would like to see way more forest management in our forests. Our forests are a mess. Lotsa waste. Load of

animals killed. Long pine ranch counted several hundred dead deer and cattle. Many birds lost their lives as well.

So the animals that our forest served are gone. Will be years for wildlife to recover form all this. Our forest are no

longer safe to be in because of the forest service not taking care of the woods. Being left on their own. Our

forests are burning out of control with huge amount of fuel left behind and under the trees they claim to be

saving. Al. I can see Is animals disappearing because the fir trees are taking over and squeezing the wildlife out.

Deer don't eat fir trees.

 

Bring back the animals by getting rid of them nasty fir trees. They are a weed and using up animal feed! As well

as space. The animals live on the fir thickets edge. There is no food for them in fir choked forest and debris.


